ORBCOMM’s FleetEdge is a powerful cloud application used by some of the world’s leading heavy equipment OEMs to have complete visibility and control of their fleets. It’s designed to enable fleet managers to gain complete fleet visibility, enhance operational efficiency, and improve maintenance practices for every machine, in any fleet. Data is transmitted from equipment around the globe back to the application via satellite or cellular networks for around-the-clock operational visibility.

**Gain Complete Fleet Visibility**
Track heavy equipment with real-time position location reports to optimize utilization, pinpoint lost equipment and track stolen equipment. Set geofences to get alerts when machines enter or leave worksites to accurately manage project costs, prevent unauthorized use and enhance operator safety.

**Enhance Operational Efficiency**
Accurately track engine hours, idle ratios, mileage report alerts and equipment location to ensure your assets are working efficiently and effectively on site. Get event reports, sensor alerts and fault codes to identify potential issues before they result in unplanned downtime.

**Improve Maintenance Practices**
Base preventive maintenance programs on accurate usage data like engine hours and automatic service alerts. Take maintenance to the next level using data analytics and predictive maintenance to optimize maintenance schedules to avoid breakdowns, reduce unplanned downtime and increase machine life. Reduce costly service calls with the innovative remote dashboard that provides engine and chassis sensor reports.

**Any Machine, Any Fleet**
Manage fleets with machines from any OEM with standards-based AEMP 2.0 support, ensuring transparent information from all machines.

**Customizable and easy-to-use**

**Advanced reporting and analytics**

**Access to key operational metrics**

**Dynamic dashboard with custom widgets**

**Interactive graphs and charts**

**Multi-level administration and user access**

---

**Frost & Sullivan**

**2018 Best Practices Award**

North American Heavy Equipment Fleet Telematics and Management Company of the Year Award
Features

**Custom views and favorites**: Use filters and customize the application to display only information that's relevant. Assign favorites for enhanced monitoring efficiency.

**Asset location**: Know where your assets are.

**Scheduled reports**: Schedule periodic equipment status, utilization and productivity reports to track engine hours and other operational metrics.

**Custom reports**: Create custom reports from a wide range of sensor data collected from field assets.

**Event-based alerts**: Receive real-time alerts via text and email when specific conditions are detected or thresholds are exceeded—engine warnings, geofence and timefence violations, low battery alerts and more.

**Maintenance scheduling**: Set thresholds to monitor equipment performance, manage maintenance schedules and receive notifications of upcoming service appointments to enable preventative maintenance.

**Multi-language support**: FleetEdge supports English, Spanish, French, German.

**Multi-level access**: Restrict access to different people in the organization based on roles for complete flexibility and control.

Interactive graphs and charts: Create custom charts and graphs from a wide range of parameters and data collected by the solution. Overlap multiple parameters for advanced analytics.

FleetEdge On the Go

The ORBCOMM mobile app makes it possible for you to manage your heavy equipment on the go. Track the location of assets in real-time, monitor equipment status and utilization, receive alerts and more—all from the palm of your hand.

CALL: 1.800.ORBCOMM  EMAIL: SALES@ORBCOMM.COM  VISIT: WWW.ORBCOMM.COM

ORBCOMM (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to their assets to deliver increased visibility and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control solutions, including seamless satellite and cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support, from installation to deployment to customer care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions customers and channel partners spanning transportation, supply chain, warehousing and inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and government. For more information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
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